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 La Duckerie 

 
La Petite Duckerie La  Grande Duckerie La Duckfly La Boulangerie La Voisine 2 persons 13 persons 15 persons 10 persons 15 persons Bedrooms : 1 Bedrooms : 4 Bedrooms : 8  Bedrooms : 1 Bedrooms : 7 
Bed : 1 double bed 
(160cm)  

Beds : 4 double beds 
(whose 2 beds 160cm) 
+ 3 simple beds + 1 
sofa bed  

Beds : 5 double beds 
+ 1 simple bed + 3 
independant bedroom 
with double bed. 

Beds : 1 double bed 
(160cm)  + 2 simple 
beds + 3 sofa beds  

Beds : 7 double beds 
+ 1 simple bed  

Bathrooms : 1 Bathrooms : 3 Bathrooms : 7 Bathrooms : 1 Bathrooms : 3      
 

All rooms are equipped with 60x60 pillows and universal duvets 240x220 cm 
(map of cottages on www.laclefdecamp.fr) 

Access to the cottage ........................................................................... P2 

Before yout arrival ............................................................................... P6 

Use of the cottage ................................................................................ P6 

Equipment of the cottage .................................................................... P10 

In case of problems .............................................................................. P12 

Practical information (catering, restaurant, outings...) ......................... P13 

How to clean up ................................................................................... P25 

The SPA  ............................................................................................... P27 

Sauna ................................................................................................... P30 

We wish you a pleasant stay 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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Hot to come to the Cottage 
 

 
 

 
 
 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 La Grande et Petite Duckerie :  
12 chemin des monts (or bas des monts) 50700 Tamerville 
Parking just after the house where the rockfill blocks are located.  

 
 La Duckfly :  

14 chemin des monts (ou bas des monts) 50700 Tamerville  
Parking immediately on the left behind the hedge.

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 La Boulangerie :  
14 chemin des monts (ou bas des monts) 50700 Tamerville 
Parking just in front of the house 

    ,  
 

 La Voisine :  
16 chemin des monts (ou bas des monts) 50700 Tamerville 
Surrounded by a wall with a white wooden gate overhung by 3 stone balls. 
Parking in front of the walls or in the courtyard of the house. 
 

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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ATTENTION: Some GPS can take you further up the road to my neighbour's farm, please pay 
attention to the number of the gite booked and the indication below. 

The name of each cottage is indicated on each facade.   

If you don't have a GPS:   

You must take the direction of Cherbourg on the RN 13. Take the Valogne exit and then in the 
centre of Valognes next to the Post Office, turn right towards Quettehou. 

Go straight ahead and at the exit of Valognes about 500m after the exit sign, turn left at the 
first street at the top of the hill. There will be a small green sign indicating "chemin des monts" 
and above all a large black and yellow sign written "Tantel" and just below it indicating 
DUCKERIE. 
 
The gites are located at numbers 12, 14 and 16, you go straight ahead, pass in front of a 
beautiful stone house on your right and turn right at right angles (beware of turning for buses, 
they will have to pass through the village), continue and you will find the gites further on your 
left. 
 

The house surrounded by a high wall with a white portal and 3 stone balls: it is the 
cottage La Voisine. Afterwards you will find the gite La Boulangerie with its 
conservatory  
Then the gite La Duckfly which has its parking immediately on the left,   
Then the black wrought iron gate is La Grande Duckerie, and to finish the parking 

 with the rockfill blocks is for La Petite and Grande Duckerie. 
 

 
 
Please do not park or go for a walk in my tenant's garden, which is located just 
after the rockfill stones. Its garden and entrance are very distinct and you will not 
see it and there is no one opposite but tell the children not to go and play at her 
house. They can play in the garden and courtyard in front and behind but not in 
the garden which is on the side of the house, a prohibited entry sign will indicate 
this.  

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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The reception is assured until 7pm on the day of your arrival, then you 
will find the keys in the key box. You will have to call my cleaning lady the 
day before, Charline, who will welcome you. She'll give you the code of 
the key box. Number of Charline :  06 21 75 99 42 

 

Before your arrival :  

 
Remember to stock up on dishwasher detergent, a dishwashing liquid, toilet paper, kitchen towel, 
washing powder for the washing machine, sponges, tea towel and coal for the BBQ.                                      
  
 

 On arrival each toilet will have a roll of toilet paper and 
each bin will also be equipped with a bin bag to start your 
stay.     
 
 
There will also be a few bottles of vinegar oil, salt and pepper... a sponge, a tea towel and a little 
dishwashing liquid to start your stay as well as possible.   
 

Use of the cottage: 
Cleaning : If you have not subscribed to the cleaning package, all the necessary products and 
equipment are at your disposal in the cottage under the sinks. To do the cleaning properly a 
book is available at the end of this PDF. It will be necessary to vacuum, empty the ashes of the 
chimney, clean the bottom of the bin, BBQs, bathrooms by wiping the walls and mixer, and 
the kitchen and toilets, the gas cooker...    and put everything in its proper place (if necessary 
for large cottages you can take pictures of each room when you arrive in order to put each 
room in order).  The cleaning must be carried out correctly, otherwise an amount 
corresponding to the remaining cleaning hours may be deducted from the deposit. 

 

If you do not wish to take the cleaning package:   

 

The bail will be composed as follows: A cheque for 500 euros per cottage reserved and in 
cash the amount corresponding to the cleaning costs. This amount will be returned to you on 
leaving after checking the household. 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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Important : the cleaning package does not exempt you from making the dishes 
clean, emptying the dishwasher. Do not start a washing cycle before leaving, 
do the dishes by hand before returning the keys to the cottage please.  

 

 

 

Close before leaving the windows and the door (lock the doors by raising 
the latches). Slam the doors hard if it gets stuck.  

 

 

The excrements of your animals that may be in the yard or lawns are 
to be picked up please. 

 

Waste and garbage:   
 

The garbage bags are to be left at the entrance next 
to the wrought iron gate in the stainless steel bins 
(Grande Duckerie and Voisine side) 
 

The glass bottles are to be put in the container in the 
centre of the village of Tamerville. 
If the sorting was not done 50 euros will be deducted 
from your deposit. Thank you for being respectful. 

 

Noise pollution    
 It is forbidden after 11pm to put on too loud music and especially to put on music outside 
. 

 My cottages are very often rented for birthdays or other 95% of the 
time it goes very well but when some people are uneducated and 
scream at 5am outside or do horn concerts and put a sound system 
outside all night it is unacceptable. Please close the windows and 
bay windows when you turn on the music for dancing.    
 

 
 
 
Lights :  
The cottage is equipped with many lamps, please turn off the lights, as 
you would at home please. Especially the one on the stairs, a common 
or outdoor space that often remains lit all night long! 
 
 
 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 Fireplace : 
 
As for the fireplaces, they work very well - plan to buy newspaper or fire lights to start them. 
There will always be a minimum for a first outbreak when you arrive. 

CAUTION with large outbreaks to avoid causing a chemney fire. Protect the 
stone with aluminum foil in the Grande Duckerie if you cook in the 
fireplace.  Remember to open the chimney hatch. It is forbiddent to cook 
in the chimney of the Duckfly.  

 

Important : For the chimney of the Grande Duckerie, leave the door open between the living 
room and the stairs or the chimney will not have its draught and it will smoke. For closed 
fireplace of the Petite Duckerie and the Boulangerie, open the entrance door to the house and 
open the opening sliders under the glass door, please. If you do not take the cleaning package 
you will find the product to clean the window and empty the ashes under the kitchen sink. 

 
 

Babies : In order to welcome you as well as possible you will find a 
wooden cot in the Duckfly and another one in the cottage La Voisine 
+ 2 umbrella beds which can be left in your cottage on request. Two 
high chairs and toilet reducer will be at your disposal. Be careful : 
know that the brown room at the cottage la Voisine has a baby's cot 
but if you plan to party it is better to put the bed in another room 
further away from the noise because the wooden floor is not 
soundproof. 

 
 
Hot water:  

 As far as hot water is concerned (Grande Duckerie Duckfly and 
Voisine) you will never run out of hot water because it is the oil 
boiler that produces the hot water, but when you see that the 
hot water becomes warm you will have to wait about 10 to 15 
minutes before removing hot water. As for the Duckfly, they are 
two 300L balloons (common with the shower in the relaxation 
area), so be careful with your consumption. For the Bakery and 

Small Duckery, it has its own hot water tank. The bathtub of the Petite Duckerie, which is 
very large, will be filled in two stages if you want water up to the top. 
 
 
The Chairs: 
The chairs in the rooms are old and very fragile chairs that are intended to 
receive a bag or clothes, please take great care of them and do not bring them 
down into the living rooms in order to preserve them. Each dining room has 
comfortable and adequate chairs.  
 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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Gas failure :  
 You can find the change of gas bottles in the lean-to of the Duckfly or in 
the wooden reserve of the Voisine..  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
The meter breaks down:  

In the cottage la Grande Duckerie it will have to be reactivated. It is 
located in the WC on the ground floor of the Grande Duckerie.  
The one at the Petite Duckerie is behind a small wooden door to the 
right of the library. 
The Duckfly counter is in the kitchen behind the red door and in the 
reception room above the bench behind a wooden door.  
In the Boulangerie he is in the kitchen next to the stove behind a 

wooden door. 
At the cottage la Voisine, there are three of them. One on the right of the fireplace in a 
wooden box, another in the cupboard in the bathroom on the ground floor and the last one 
next to the refrigerator. 
Make sure to turn off the lights you are not using and turn off the oven and/or induction 
cooker and lower the heaters if it goes off because in winter when everything is running at the 
same time with the SPA Sauna it can go off. My EDF meter is at its maximum power.  
 
Important when the counter skips, the SPA stops and does not turn on again 
by itself, you will have to remember to turn it on again because otherwise it 
will no longer filter and no longer heat up 

To turn it on again, take a pen and press in the small hole at the bottom right. (see console 
drawing in the SPA tab) 
 

 
They are accepted with a supplement of 5 euros per day per animal. Animals are 
not allowed in the rooms and are not allowed on the sofas. Dangerous dogs are 
also prohibited. Please pick up their droppings before leaving 

. 

 
Smoking is not allowed in the houses, please smoke outside 
 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 The cigarette butts are to be placed in the sand pots at each entrance door 
of the gites. Please do not throw them on the floor. 

 
Before your departure:  

Remember to leave all keys on the doors, close the windows and turn off 
the electric radiators, the Grande Duckerie, Duckfly and Voisine fuel 
boilers and turn off all the lights, please. Please call me when you leave. 
Do not leave garbage cans or bottles in houses. If this is not done, an 
amount of 50 euros will be charged.  Please store garden furniture 
cushions, rackets and ping-pong balls, pick up cigarette butts that are on 

the ground or in planters. Your deposit cheque will be returned to you by text message from 
Charline after the cleaning ladies come by the following week. 
 

Gite equipment:  
 

 Detail of the bed linen :  

If you have not taken the bed linen option, you will need to bring 
the necessary equipment: 

La Grande Duckerie : 2 beds 160 cm, 2 beds 140cm, 1 sofa bed 140 
cm, 3 beds 90 cm 

La Petite Duckerie : 1 bed 160 cm  
 

La Duckfly : 8 beds 140 cm + 1 bed 90 cm 
 

La Boulangerie : 1 bed 160 cm + 3 sofa beds 140 cm + 2 beds 90 cm 
 

La Voisine :  7 beds 140 cm + 1 bed 90 cm 
 
IMPORTANT = Please note that you will be charged for cleaning the duvets if you do not put 
bed linen on the duvets and pillows.  

 

 

Kitchen equipment : The kitchens are equipped with a hob and a large 
range cooker, a microwave, one or two coffee makers (SENSEO DOSE for 
small cottages and in more classic with filter for large cottages), a kettle, 
a refrigerator (see two for the Voisine and Duckfly Grande Duckerie), a 
dishwasher, glasses, cutlery and everything to cook. 
 
  

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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Oven and microwave :  
 In each cottage you will find next to the range cooker and microwave 
a user manual. They are quite easy to use.  
 
 

 
 

 Each cottage has two large Weber charcoal barbecues that you will have 
to clean before your departure if you do not take the cleaning package. 
Consider buying charcoal. 
 

 

 

Clothes dryer :   

For the condensation clothes dryer it is important to always leave the 
cupboard door open in the cottage la Petite Duckerie and to drain the 
water. For the Duckfly or the Grande Duckerie they are in the boiler room.  
  
 
 Outside equipment:  

C Each cottage has an enclosed space with terrace and garden, you 
will find on your terrace : garden furniture, table chairs, BBQ Weber 
deckchair, table tennis Cornilleau. Please store the rackets in their 
place and do not leave them in the rain or sun during the day. The 
garden furniture cushions are located next to the boilers (wooden 
lean-to for the Ducklfy or in the cupboard of the Voisine's table 

football room), please store them before you leave and put the chairs and tables you have 
moved back in order.  

 

 TV and hi-fi equipment:  

In all lounges you will find a flat screen TV + DVD home cinema 
player (Large duck room) + LG sound tower that works in Bluetooth 
to easily connect to your phone. Some rooms have a television. 
Karaoke kit in the Duckfly and the Voisine. 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 Games :  
The outdoor games are located under the stone stairs of the Grande 
Duckerie and the indoor games are in the cupboard of the Ducklfy 
billiard room and those of La Voisine in the cupboard in the bathroom 
on the Ground Floor. You can of course ask your neighbours for 
exchanges or allow the children of the Duckfly to use the table 

football room when it doesn't bother you if you wish. All the games are in the large cottages 
Grande Duckerie, Duckfly and Voisine: board games, puzzles, novels, comics... 

 

 In case of problems :  
 

You can contact the manager : Jennifer : 06 89 56 36 44 

or her beautiful husband : Sébastien : 06 61 55 98 06 

Or the cleaning lady : Charline : 06 21 75 99 42  

or the neighbour : Marie : 07 50 93 86 25 

 
• Fireman :  18 
• Police :  17 
• Ambulance :  15 

• Taxi :   06 74 61 33 43  
                                       02 33 40 04 32 
 

Practical information: 
Wifi network :  

 

You have access to the Wifi, for this you just have to select the network of 
your cottage. 

   No password for the Duckerie 

 
useful numbers 

  

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=TAXI%20TEL%20VALOGNES&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&npsic=0&rflfq=1&rlha=0&rllag=49494081,-1435052,3457&tbm=lcl&rldimm=16090614397857839502&lqi=ChFUQVhJIFRFTCBWQUxPR05FUyICEAE&ved=2ahUKEwjF7fy8_PLhAhXhBGMBHUicAX8QvS4wAHoECAoQEw&rldoc=1&tbs=lrf:!2m1!1e2!3sIAE,lf:1,lf_ui:2
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    For the Duckfly and the Boulangerie the password is identical to the network name either :  
LADUCKLFY in capital letters 

For the Voisine the password is identical to the network name either : lavoisine in 
lowercase. 

 

 
 Caterer :  

 

 
« LE GOURMET » 1 rue Monseigneur Le Nordez  50310 Montebourg 
Number : 02 50 29 30 75  Mail :  benoit.corbin50@gmail.com 
http://www.traiteur-gourmet-montebourg.fr 
The caterer Le Gourmet welcomes you warmly to Montebourg, near Cherbourg-Octeville, in 
the department of Manche  (50). 
Benoît Corbin and Valentin Lacombe put all their know-how into preparing delicious dishes 
for all your events (birthdays, business meals, weddings...). 
Taste our ready-made meals or snack packages from 8.90€. Delivery is possible. 
 
 

    

« UN TRAIT DE CERISE » SARL LE P’TIT BOURG, Route de Cherbourg 50390 Les Pieux  

Number : 02.33.95.00.43  Email :   contact@untraitdecerise.com    
http://www.untraitdecerise.com 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
mailto:benoit.corbin50@gmail.com
http://www.traiteur-gourmet-montebourg.fr/
mailto:contact@untraitdecerise.com
http://www.untraitdecerise.com/
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Chef Yannick Lamy has made cooking his passion. Since 2006, he has been welcoming you to 
his restaurant Le P'tit Bourg, located in the centre of Les Pieux, near the beaches of the west 
coast of Cotentin, a few miles from Cherbourg in the Manche department. The chef also 
offers to taste his culinary creations by ordering from the catering service: Un Trait de 
Cerise, still in the commune of Les Pieux but this time on the road to Cherbourg. You will be 
welcomed by Yannick and his wife. The Un Trait de cerise team will find the right solution for 
you, whether you are looking for a catering service or a private or professional reception 
organization. Our catering team is present in the North Cotentin region. 
Also discover the online catering service - drive through service 
 
 
Pizza truck: « CALA PIZZA » 
 https://www.facebook.com/aucalapuntal/ 
 Cala Pizza's team is involved in events and adapts to your request. 

- a birthday or family celebration 
- a brunch after the wedding 
- an inauguration or a company seminar 
- a sporting or musical event 
A homemade base will be available to seduce your guests. 
Quality artisanal pizzas 
For more information: 06 82 41 41 34 92 Quotation on 
request 
 

 
 

« ROTISSERIE DU COUESNON » à Antrain  
Paëlla couscous and various other dishes cooked on the spot in 
front of you  
Number : 06 85 30 92 06 
Email : rotisserieducouesnon@gmail.com 
http://www.repasdespecialites.com 
https://www.facebook.com/rotisserieducouesnon 

 
 

 Roaster :  

« François Leconte » 

Ferme de la Couldre à Saint-Joseph.  
Number : 02 33 40 01 08 ou 06 89 44 90 08 
http://www.lamanchelibre.fr/actualite-44518-promenade-insolite-
top-chef-rotisseur 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
https://www.facebook.com/aucalapuntal/
https://www.facebook.com/rotisserieducouesnon
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http://www.lamanchelibre.fr/actualite-44518-promenade-insolite-top-chef-rotisseur
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 « CAVE DU VERT BOSQUET » 

36, place Albert Pèlerin 50310 Montebourg  

Tél: 02 33 41 22 81 Email : pepinsophie@orange.fr 

Wine cellar, delicatessen, Tap rental 10 euros from 2 
barrels free rental. 30 litre beer barrels: Blonde 67€ 
ttc or Blonde Allemande 99€ ttc 

 

 

 

 Dish rental :  
 PRESQU’ÎLE JE LOUE, 10 rue de la saline, 50100 CHERBOURG, 
Number : 02.33.20.09.22, E-mail : presquiles@wanadoo.fr If you do not 
wish to take care of the dishes of the cottages to be cleaned before 
your departure. https://www.presquilejeloue-vaisselle.fr 
Rental of cotton candy machine, pop horn machine... 

 

 Photographer, video maker  

 

Are you looking to film your anniversary wedding event or 
something else? I advise you Julia Swell who allowed me to 
give me an unforgettable memory by filming our wedding! 

An exceptional film.  

http://www.juliaswell.fr 

E-mail : juliaswell@gmail.com 

Number : +33 6 78 66 02 91 

 
 

http://www.philippefauvel.com  

Professional photographer and drone shot you can freeze your 
memories at the cottages thanks to this very professional service 
provider 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
mailto:presquiles@wanadoo.fr
http://www.juliaswell.fr/
mailto:E-mail%20:%20juliaswell@gmail.com
tel:
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Photographer Victor Gilbert : 
https://www.victorgilbertphotographe.fr 

 victorgilbert.pro@gmail.com  

Tél : 06 99 32 92 79  

 

 

 

 DJ :  
 
 DJ  Kevin Estrella, dj.kevin.estrella@gmail.com 
 Tél : 06.22.31.41.83  

Excellent DJ who will set a great atmosphere.  
https://www.facebook.com/KevinEstrella04 

 

 

 Sono light event : 
With more than 10 years of experience in organizing and 
hosting various events, we will satisfy you from start to 
finish. General DJ in Pays de la Loire, Bretagne and Paris. We 
organize many weddings, birthday parties or public 
parties. Musical entertainment is essential, it gives atmosphere 
to the evening and leaves unforgettable memories... 
SonolightEvent will alternate different musical climates so that 
the celebration lasts until dawn. The choice of music 
programming and the choice of host or DJ is a crucial decision. 
The entertainment should provide a festive, relaxing and fun 
atmosphere for all guests.  

https://sonolightevent.fr  email : Echarlot@sonolightevent.fr  
Number : 0695134797 

 

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 inflatable structure rental  
 
Jump Animation 

7, rue des landes 
50170 Tanis 
Tél : 06 68 56 45 61 

http://www.jump-animation.fr/location-châteaux-gonflables 

 

 

 

 

 Dance lesson : 
 

                                
Olivier Ansel home dancing lessons Number : 06 61 15 75 02 
https://www.facebook.com/OlivierAnselCoursDeDanse 

Offers you different services: 

- Wedding (Ball Opening) 
- Bachelor Party 
- Anniversary 
- Internships, Demonstrations, Group courses 
- Animation/DJ for all types of events 
- Dance Evening / Works Council, Seminar 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
http://www.jump-animation.fr/location-ch%C3%A2teaux-gonflables
https://www.facebook.com/OlivierAnselCoursDeDanse
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 Guide for crossing the bay of Mont Saint Michell :  
 

Crossings of the Bay of Mont-Saint-Michel with a Nature guide 
I am a passionate Nature Guide of the Bay, I will make you discover this grandiose space, 

without limit, in the natural environment of the bay: its migratory birds, marine mammals,... 
during original crossings and off the beaten track. The Crossing of the Bay of Mont Saint 

Michel is an unforgettable experience and an unforgettable hike. In perpetual change, the 
site reveals its magic at every moment. 

 Intoxicate on the sea spray 
Feel life under your feet 
Approaching quicksand 

Perceive the sound of wing flapping 
Observe the Mount, authentic, on the bay side 

 
Number : 06-64-28-54-40  E-mail : info@gambettes-

enbaie.fr https://www.gambettes-enbaie.fr 
 

 

 

 

 Translator :  
C yril Belange, offers these simultaneous 
translation services that he offers for company 
seminars: www.belangeintl.com Conference 
interpreter using the Linguali system which allows 
the simultaneous translation of the interpreter to 
be followed on his smartphone, this solution 
allows substantial savings and also an easy 
installation in places not equipped with standard 
audio equipment. 

 

 Some good addresses :  
« Lthe Auction house of Tomahawk » 1 bis quai de Tourville, Saint-Vaast-la-
Hougue. It is located on the far left when you arrive on the roundabout of the 
quay of St Vaast la Hougue. You will be very well served for a good value for 
money. This fish shop also serves as a restaurant Number : 06 12 70 85 66.  

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
mailto:info@gambettes-enbaie.fr
mailto:info@gambettes-enbaie.fr
https://www.gambettes-enbaie.fr/
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Baker Leblond : As far as the Bakery and especially the Pâtisserie 
are concerned, trust the Leblond family, the Bakery closest to the 
cottage is the best. Adress : 3 rue Veillait Duchesnois 50700 
Valognes Number : 02 33 95 17 84. 

 

Butcher’s : Leblond, 15 rue de Poterie, 50700 Valognes excellent meat and good 
value for money. Number : 02 33 40 15 68. 

 

Hairdresser : There are several hairdressing salons in Valognes including 
ABCD'HAIR in front of the Contact carrefour on Boulevard Leclerc. It is better to 
call first to make an appointment: 02 33 40 03 35 

 

 the restaurants:  
 
A list of restaurants with their websites can be found on my website :  
www.laclefdecamp.fr in the activities tab 
Please refer to it 

 
 

 Shop :  

 2 km to Valognes at the entrance or exit of the city.  
 

 Market : 
Valognes :  
It takes place every Friday morning on the central square (Place du Château). You 
will find the daily schedule of all the surrounding markets on my website 
www.laclefdecamp.fr in the activities tab. 

 

 

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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 Musées : 
. 

A list of museums can be found at 
www.laclefdecamp.fr 

In the activities insert 
Please refer to it. 

 
 

 
 
 

 For walks :  
The property la Duckerie is located in the North Cotentin 
region, 20 minutes from Cherbourg (Cité de la Mer), 25 
minutes from Barneville Carteret and La Hague 
(breathtaking ecalgrain bay, many hikes). 15 min from the 
sea and fine sandy beaches, 20 min from the port of Barfleur 
known for its mussels and St Vaast la Hougue known for its 
oysters and the Gosselin delicatessen house, Tatihou Island, 
the Vauban towers classified as a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site. It should be noted that the port of Barfleur has been 
elected the 3rd most beautiful villages in France. La 
Duckerie is also 2 minutes from Valognes, formerly known 
as Le Petit Versailles Normand, because it is full of history 
and magnificent private mansions. The landing beaches and 
American cemeteries are of course not to be missed, not to 

mention St Sauveur le Vicomte and its fortress, Les îles Anglos Normandes. A little further on 
there is Le Mont Saint Michel, Bayeux and its tapestry, Arromanches and its cliffs, Caen, St Lô 
and its national stud farm, Granville spa and its casino (there is also a casino in Cherbourg in 
front of the port), Deauville, Cabourg, Honfleur at 2 hours drive...  

A list of these walks can be found on my website www.laclefdecamp.fr in the activities tab 
Please refer to it 
 
To walk around, look at this site : 
http://www.tourisme-en-france.com/fr/regions-france/197/le-cotentin/la-carte 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
http://www.laclefdecamp.fr/
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http://www.manchetourisme.com/circuit-normandie 

 

La Manche is a hiking area by excellence. Trails, greenways, mountain bike tours, crossings of 
the Mont Saint-Michel bay, horseback riding or even climbing trails...  

 

More than 7000km to explore la Manche in your own way, at your own pace. From the 
regional nature park of the Cotentin and Bessin Marshes, through the Pays de Coutances, the 
Mortainais, the Vire valley or the Mont Saint-Michel bay, discover exceptional views. 

  

Great itineraries await you: the GR223, from Carentan to Mont Saint-Michel via 
Cherbourg, Coutainville, Granville, Carolles and many other cities. The Mont Saint-Michel 

trails, Veloscénie, the Tour de Manche and other major routes are to be discovered.  

  
 

The GR 223, a coastal path or former customs path, runs nearly 300 km from the Cotentin to 
the gates of Mont Saint-Michel. In the Bay, from Granville, through the cliffs of Jullouville, 
Carolles and Champeaux and the blond dunes of Dragey and Genêts, you will approach the 
bottom of the estuary, at Vains Saint-Léonard and Avranches, and the coastal rivers as you 
slowly progress to the foot of Mont Saint-Michel. 

 

 

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
http://www.manchetourisme.com/circuit-normandie
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 Bike rental :  
 

 https://www.ouibike.net/location-velo/manche/valognes/ 

https://www.mairie.com/location-de-velo/valognes-50-v.html 

 

 

 

 

 Car Rental :  
 

https://www.ouicar.fr/location-voiture-particulier/ville/valognes/54823 

 

https://www.rentacar.fr/agences/246-valognes 

 

 Cinema : 
In Valognes: with a very beautiful cinema in front of the 
Town Hall of Valognes or the large cinema complex of 
Cherbourg Tourlaville (12 theatres). 

 

 Night club : 
Lessay : « La Campagnette » : 
Super disco with a warm decor for all ages with rock music. Possibility 
of dinner on site before.  
http://www.lacampagnette.fr  
 
  

Brix : « La Cave Du Roi » : 
4 route de la vente close, 50700 Brix. Disco with techno atmosphere. They 
have a 50-seat bus with lights, sound system, to pick you up and take you 
back according to the tour schedules. 
 

Cherbourg : « Le Requin Marteau » : 
20 rue de la paix, 50100 Cherbourg- En-Cotentin. Modern disco in an old cinema, 
with a dance floor refurbished on the cinema stage. Cinema atmosphere from 
the entrance, cinema doors still preserved.. 
 

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
https://www.ouibike.net/location-velo/manche/valognes/
https://www.mairie.com/location-de-velo/valognes-50-v.html
https://www.ouicar.fr/location-voiture-particulier/ville/valognes/54823
https://www.rentacar.fr/agences/246-valognes
http://www.lacampagnette.fr/
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Cherbourg :  « le Freedom » :  
Disco on 2 floors, friendly atmosphere guaranteed. 

 

 

Barneville-Carteret : « Le kissing » :  
Many celebrities come here to make Shows (ask for dates), glittering 

armchairs, illuminated bar, on 2 floors, with mezzanine, a current music 
room, and an 80-90s room, possibilities to change rooms as you wish. 
Outdoor terrace with palm trees, night bar (for the hungry, paninis...) 

 

La Clef Decamp will be delighted to welcome you to its 4* cottages for a next 
stay : 

 

Les Ecuries Val de Mai :     

3 Cottages : 9 bedrooms et 5 bathrooms, games room, next to Amiens 35 people for the whole group  

La Duckerie :  

5 Cottages de : 2 à 55 persons in the Cotentin with 3 games room, 2 SPA Sauna  

La Villa Dei :  

1 Cottage : 8 bedrooms et 6 bathrooms games room, private SPA in Villedieu les Poêles 

Les Roches grises : 

1 Cottage : 8 bedromms et 4 bathrooms, games room, SPA facing the sea, downtown area of 
Granville 

Le Ty Braz :  

1 studio apartment in the city centre of La Baule with a sea view 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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How to clean the cottage : 
 

If you have not subscribed to the cleaning package. 
You will have to make the cottage clean and tidy before your 
departure, each object in the same place please. You can take 
pictures of the rooms in order to put the decoration back in the 
same place if you wish.  
 
The cottages are very clean.  

I am very demanding with cleaning. 
I strongly advise my clients to subscribe to the cleaning package because 
everything will be checked at your departure and the price or part of the 
cleaning price can be kept if the cottage is not made as clean as on your arrival..  
 
Here are some tips to remember to do before you leave. All 
household products, vacuum cleaner and buckets are located 
under the kitchen sinks of each cottage or in the boiler room for 
the cottage La Grande Duckerie or in the reserve for the cottage La 
Duckfly and La Voisine. 
 
It is possible to move mattresses or other items but please return them to their original 
place before your departure. 
 

Cleaning package does not mean moving package, thank you 
 

If the household was not done properly, an amount corresponding to the 
work done by the household company could be removed from the bond. 

 
Indication of the points to be checked : 
 
Living room – Dining room : 

- Dusting : TV and Home Theater TV furniture, window sills, glass furniture and counter tops 
with objects.  

- Replace and reform all cushions and remove large seat cushions to ensure there are no food 
crumbs or stains. If this was the case, cover the chair covers and put them in the washing and 
drying room and replace them before you leave.  

- If a wooden piece of furniture is stained (glass traces) or the furniture, clean it thoroughly and 
wax it to remove the glass traces. 

- Vacuum the floor, carpet and entrance mats and wash all floors with product. 
- Clean the chimney, cast iron plate and empty the ashes. 
- Remove fingerprints and splashes from windows. 
- Clean and empty all BBQs and tables, pick up cigarette butts on the ground 
- Hand over the plaids correctly at each place where you have found them  

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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Kitchen :  

- Clean the microwave (inside and outside) 
- Empty and clean the fridge and freezer (Int & ext and top)  
- Clean the work surfaces and empty the bread crumbs from the toaster 
- Empty the coffee filter and clean the coffee makers 
- Empty the dishwasher and clean the door   
- Clean the sink and tap with anti-limestone product (remember to wipe the mixer to avoid 

water droplets). 
- Clean the oven, plates, extractor hood and put the filters of the extractor hood in the 

dishwasher and replace them afterwards. Clean the wall next to the stove if there have been 
any splashes. Remove bread crumbs that could have fallen into the drawers 

- Vacuum and Wash the floor 
- Empty the bin and clean it (inside and outside).  
- Do not let glass or plastic bottles please bring them to the container in the centre of Tamerville 
- Do not use copper pots which are decorative and which are not made for cooking but for 

decoration 
- Ventilate the kitchen well and close the window 
- Suck into cupboards or drawers if you have soiled them or spilled something 
- Store all glasses, cutlery and dishes of all kinds in their place and check that they are not dirty.  
- Suck into the drawer the bread crumbs that slip into the covered drawers. 
- Clean the stainless steel feet of the stools with glass cleaner 
- A wipe in the library just on the edge to remove dust from the fireplace insert 

Bedroomss :  

- Vacuum all bedrooms and stairs and clean floors 
- Ventilate the rooms well before your departure 
- Redo the beds with the appropriate bedspreads. Be careful to check that there is no hair in the 

beds. 
- Clean dust from bedside tables and remove glass traces …  
- Vacuum the carpets and under the beds and look under the beds if you have not forgotten 

anything. 
- Store books, games and board games where you found them correctly. 
- If you have soiled or damaged anything, please do not hide it and inform us when you leave 

the premises 
Bathrooms:  

- Remember to clean the mixing valves and all stainless steel, aluminium or metal surfaces, as 
well as the toilets, with the anti-limestone product (supplied). 

- Product for glass on shower walls and mirrors. Avoid traces of limescale on the walls 
- Wash floors and baths 
- Clean the canopy of the splashes in the Petite Duckerie 

Toilet : 

- Put some product on and rub the bowl with a sponge and bleach 
- Wash floors 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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How to use the SPA: 

 
Important: rinse yourself in the shower without soap and with your 
bathing suit before entering the Spa  

 

- Tie your hair, remove make-up and do not use sunscreen  
- Do not touch the AM and O3 knobs or unscrew the pool nozzles 
- Do not touch the ON/OFF button and temperature  
- Never turn off the SPA 
- 6 people maximum 
- No drinking, eating or smoking allowed in the Spa.  
- Access to the SPA is prohibited for babies and young children 
- Turn off massage jets and light after use 
- Replace the cover immediately after use 

 

Any failure to comply with the SPA rules may result in the closure of this 
area WITHOUT ANY REFUNDS. 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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IMPORTANT : The Spa shower has a 600-litre water heater which is also used in the bathroom 
and kitchen of the Duckfly cottage. In order to leave hot water for this cottage, please ask 
after use of the SPA or Sauna not to wash in this shower, please. 

The relaxation area has a mop if the floor is wet. 

 

How to remove coverage from the SPA :  

Open the cover on the highest side of the canopy to the left (back to the canopy door) and 
let the thermal insulation cover slide by lifting it vertically.  

BE CAREFUL with the glass of the canopy and the lamp when removing the cover. 

 

Start-up Pump 
1 

Start-up Pump 
2 

On off, never 
turn off the Spa Lighting 

Oxygenation 

Réglage température, Ne 
pas modifier le réglage 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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RISKS RELATED TO CHILDREN :   

Young children and babies are not allowed to use the spa. Children must be permanently 
supervised by an adult. Remember that wet surfaces are slippery, remind children to be 
vigilant at the entrance and exit of the spa. PROHIBITED from diving or water battles in the 
spa. PROHIBITED to mount on the insulating cover. 

ADULT RISKS :  

People with infectious diseases should NOT USE the spa (to avoid any risk of 
contamination in your surroundings) 

Prohibition to wear loose fitting clothing, jewellery, necklaces, earrings and other jewellery. 

 

If anything was being aspirated by the filtration system, 
 the amount of the breakdown service will be deducted from your deposit. 

 

The use of drugs, alcohol or medication before or during spa use may cause unconsciousness 
with the possibility of drowning, as well as the use of some medications may cause drowsiness, 
other medications may affect the heart, circulation and blood pressure. Persons undergoing 
medical treatment should seek the advice of their doctor before using the spa.  

Pregnant women should seek the advice of their doctor. In case of doubt, seek medical or 
technical advice  

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES IN OR NEAR THE SPA ARE STRICTLY PROHIBITED 

All these devices (telephones, lamp, electric razor, MP3 player, radio, television) and any 
other electrical components must be at least 1.50m from the spa. 

 

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND RULES MAY RESULT 
IN DEATH OR SERIOUS BODILY INJURY. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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How to use the Sauna : 

 

 

Press power 20 min before use, do not touch any other buttons  

The Sauna is programmed to have a maximum power of 60 degrees. 

 

BRING A TOWEL BEFORE ENTERING THE SAUNA 

 

The sessions last a maximum of 1 hour, 

NE PAS APPUYER SUR ON/OFF APRES UTILISATION.  

Otherwise the sauna will reprogram itself for 1 hour of operation. 

http://gitesladuckerie.fr/
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